The Vale Surgery
Patient Participation Group (PPG) Meeting
Monday 10.12.18
10:30am-11:30am
Hosts:
Mike (Lead Patient)
Anushia (Assistant Practice Manager)
Shilpa (Practice Pharmacist)
Attendees:Patients:7461
11810
10861
3440
2786
1648
502863
2932
504099
501035
Mike opened the meeting by thanking everyone for attending. Mike then introduced himself and informed everyone that he is the
named lead patient for our PPG and any suggestions on how to improve the current services can go directly to him. Mike
introduced Anushia to the group as the practice PPG Lead Representative and Shilpa as our Practice Pharmacist.

Today’s meeting is all about ‘Self Care’.
Presentation Attached:-

PPG Presentation Self Care.pdf

Only ask for what you need
NHS Lambeth CCG is asking people to help reduce the cost of medicines waste. People on repeat prescriptions are being asked to
avoid stockpiling medicines by checking how much medicine they have at home before asking for more.
Every prescription costs the NHS money, even if you pay a prescription charge. Unused prescription medicine costs the NHS
around £300 million each year. This is money that could be spent on vital NHS services.
The CCG is running a campaign between Mid November and December 2018 with posters and leaflets in GP practices, messages
on pharmacy prescription bags and adverts on Facebook.
How can you help?
Everyone can help reduce medicines waste:
At home




Wait until you have less than two weeks supply left before you ask for more.
You can request more medicine at any time, but stockpiling medicines at home increases the risk for children and others of
accidental overdose. Unused medicines cannot be recycled, even if they have never been opened.
Only tick the boxes on your repeat prescription forms for medicines you really need. There is no need to worry; the item will not
disappear from your repeat prescription. It will still be there next time you need to order your medication.



One way to manage you prescriptions at home is by registering for GP online services. You can do this through your GP practice.
You can use this to request your prescriptions online.
At your pharmacy




When you pick up your prescription from the pharmacy, check what is in the bag. Make sure that it is what you asked for and what
you need.
You can return any unwanted medicines to the pharmacist. You cannot do this once you have left the pharmacy.
At your GP





When you see your GP or consultant, make sure you understand any changes in your medicines, and what each medicine is for
and why you are taking it, and how to take it properly.
Tell your GP or pharmacist if you've stopped taking any medicines, so they can be removed from your repeat list.
Having regular discussions with your pharmacist and GP will mean you get the right help with taking your medicines.

If you need more medicine in the future you can still request it. Stockpiling medicines increases the risk for children and others that
may accidentally take them. Unused medicines cannot be recycled and issued again even if they have never been opened.
If everyone makes these small changes in Lambeth then, together, the CCG can make a massive difference to reducing medicines
waste and looking after our N
Please tell your GP or pharmacist if you’ve stopped taking your medicine

GPs and pharmacists understand that sometimes people struggle with taking their medicines. You may be worried about side
effects or you may not want to take a medicine if you think it isn’t helping you.

Don’t be afraid to tell your GP or pharmacist if you’ve stopped taking any of your medicines. It’s important to take your medicines
properly and they will be happy to help. Not taking your medicines correctly could make your condition worse and waste NHS time
and money.
You can make decisions with your GP and pharmacist to make sure your medicines work well for you. If you find it difficult to
remember to take your medicines, you can also talk to them about daily medicine boxes, reminder charts and dose record charts.
Larger, easier to read labels are also available.
Only order what you need
Medicines waste costs around £9 million a year in South East London (estimate based on national figure)
This is money that could be spent on vital NHS services. We all have a responsibility to use medicines responsibly. You can help
reduce medicines waste by:







Checking what medicines you still have at home before ordering your prescription
Only ticking the boxes on your repeat prescription forms for medicines you really need
If you use the electronic prescription service, telling your pharmacist if they give you medicines you're no longer using or already
have enough of at home
Telling your GP or pharmacist if you've stopped taking any medicines, so they can be removed from your repeat list
Not stockpiling medicines
Ordering online via your GP website which may also be quicker and more convenient for you
If you need more medicine in the future you can still request it. Stockpiling medicines increases the risk for children and others that
may accidentally take them. Unused medicines cannot be recycled and issued again even if they have never been opened.
Check your asthma inhaler technique
Using an inhaler is the most common way of taking asthma medicines. However, it is easy to use an inhaler wrongly.

People can forget to shake it before pressing, inhale at the wrong time or not hold their breath for long enough. For information
about using your inhaler in the right way, talk to your asthma nurse, pharmacist or GP.
The Asthma UK website shows how to use different types of inhaler. The most common inhaler is the Metered Dose Inhaler. To
use it:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Remove cap and shake inhaler
Place your index finger on top of the metal canister and your thumb on the bottom of the plastic mouthpiece
Tilt your head back slightly and breathe out gently
Put mouthpiece in mouth and as you begin to breathe in slowly, press canister down and continue to inhale steadily and deeply
Hold breath for 10 seconds, or for as long as is comfortable
If you need a second dose, wait 30 seconds first before repeating steps 1-4. Use only for the number of doses given on label and
then start a new inhaler.
7. Replace cap when you have finished. If you are using an asthma inhaler that contains a steroid, gargle and rinse your mouth with
water or mouthwash after each use.
Diabetes - do I need to test my blood glucose level?
When you find out that you have diabetes, it may be the first time you hear about blood glucose (sugar) testing to help you
understand your disease. Once your diabetes has been brought under control then:




If you have Type 1 or Type 2 diabetes and you are using insulin, you will need to test your blood glucose on a regular basis
If you have Type 2 diabetes and are taking a type of drug called a sulphonylurea (for example gliclazide) or a glinide (for example
rapaglinide) you may need to test your blood glucose a few times a week and for driving – check this with your doctor or nurse
If you have Type 2 diabetes and do not take medication that is either a sulphonylurea or a glinide you will not need to check your
blood glucose on a regular basis or for driving.
Your doctor or nurse may advise you to test for a short period in the following situations:






During acute illness
If you have made lifestyle changes, such as diet
If you are fasting, for example during Ramadan
During energetic activities and exercise
Just come out of hospital? Talk to your GP or pharmacist about your medicines.
When you go into hospital your medicines may be changed. This can be confusing and it is okay to ask for any changes to be
explained to you. Once you have left hospital speak to your GP or pharmacist to make sure you are taking the right medicines. Old
medicines at home may no longer be the right ones. Your GP can make sure that your repeat prescription is up to date.
Remember: Always take your medicines with you when you go into hospital.
Free medicines check-up
Pharmacists are experts in medicine and a Medicines Use Review is a free NHS service offered by most pharmacies so you can
discuss your medicines, understand more about them and solve any problems you may have.
You can ask your pharmacist for a review if:





You regularly take more than one prescription medicine
You are taking medicines for a long-term illness (like asthma, arthritis, diabetes, heart conditions or epilepsy)
You have recently come out of hospital
Remember: anyone can ask their pharmacist for medicines advice at any time.
Website:- https://www.lambethccg.nhs.uk/news-and-publications/campaigns/Pages/Only-ask-for-what-you-need.aspx

Questions asked:Q. Why does patients stock pile medicines?
A. Some patients do not realise the waste involved in stock piling medicines.
Q. Does the doctor consider long term conditions.
A. The doctor will consider a patient’s health conditions, if they are taking long term medicines on the NHS this can continue. The
doctor will consider the patients’ medical issues on a case by case basis.
Q. Some of the patients received the text message about the over 40s NHS Health Check.
A. These patients were happy to receive the message and booked a blood test and health check appointment. A few patients did
not receive the text message and were going to check if their contact details were up to date in the surgery records.
Q. More patients should attend their medication review appointments
A. There is an alert in the clinical system to inform the surgery of when to inform the patients of their medicines review.

